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Abstract
A famous result of de Bruijn and Erdo˝s (Indag. Math. 10 (1948) 421–423) states that a nite
linear space has at least as many lines as points, with equality only if it is a projective plane
or a near-pencil. This result led to the problem of characterizing nite linear spaces for which
the di8erence between the number b of lines and the number v of points is assigned. In this
paper nite linear spaces with b− v6m, m being the minimum number of lines on a point, are
characterized.
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1. Introduction
A linear space is a pair (P;L), where P is a set of points and L is a family of
subsets of P, called lines, such that: any two points are on a unique line, each line
has at least two points and there are at least two lines.
If (P;L) is a nite linear space, that is |P|¡∞, the degree of a point p is the
number [p] of lines through p and the length of a line L is its cardinality. The numbers
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v = |P|, b = |L|, [p] for all p∈P, and |‘| for all ‘∈L, are called the parameters
of (P;L).
Moreover denote by m the minimum point degree, by k the maximal line length,
and denote by bi the number of lines of length i.
A nite linear space is irreducible if any line has length at least three.
A projective plane is an irreducible linear space in which any two lines intersect in
a point.
A near-pencil on v points is a linear space on v points with a line of length v− 1.
Clearly the near-pencils and the projective planes are the only linear spaces in which
any two lines intersect in a point.
A (h; k)-cross (h; k¿ 3) is the linear space on v= h+ k − 1 points, with two lines
of length h and k, respectively, intersecting in a point p, and any line not on p has
length 2.
An a6ne plane is a linear space such that for any point–line pair (p; ‘), with p ∈ ‘,
the number of lines passing through p and missing ‘ is exactly one.
Let  be a projective plane, and let X be a set of points of  such that outside of
X there are at least three non-collinear points. Deleting X from  one obtains a new
linear space called the complement of X in .
For example the complement of a line in a projective plane is an aJne plane.
A punctured (respectively doubly punctured) linear space (P;L) is the complement
of a point (respectively two points) in (P;L).
In 1948 de Bruijn and Erdo˝s [3] proved (Fundamental Theorem) that each nite
linear space has at least as many lines as points, with equality only if it is a projective
plane or a near-pencil.
Thus, if (P;L) is a nite linear space on v points and with b lines, we have b−v=s,
s¿ 0, and the following problem arises.
Characterize or classify :nite linear spaces with b= v+ s for a :xed value of s.
Since the early 1970s several results have been obtained on this question and for a
number of cases a characterization has been given (see for example [1,4,7–9,12]).
In this paper we study nite linear spaces with b− v6m.
Finally, a remark on the title: as in [4] with a linear space with few lines we mean
a linear space which have only a few more lines than points.
1.1. Preliminary results and notions
In this section we recall some denitions and results on nite linear spaces we need
in the following.
The order of a nite linear space (P;L) is the integer n such that n+1=maxp∈P [p].
If (P;L) is a nite projective plane, then there is an integer n such that [p]= |‘|=
n+ 1 for all p∈P and for all ‘∈L, and so the order of a nite projective plane is
the length of one of its lines less one.
As an aJne plane is the complement of a line in a projective plane, we have
[p] = |‘|+ 1 = n+ 1 for all p∈P and for all ‘∈L, so the order of an aJne plane
is the size of any of its lines.
Two lines ‘ and ‘′ of a linear space (P;L) are parallel if ‘ = ‘′ or ‘ ∩ ‘′ = ∅.
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In an aJne plane (P;L), the set of lines parallel to a given line ‘ partition the
set of points of (P;L), and this set of lines is called a parallel class of ‘. A parallel
class consists of n lines.
An a6ne plane with a point at in:nity is a linear space obtained from an aJne
plane by adding a “new point”, called point at in:nity, to the point set of the aJne
plane and to all the lines of the parallel class of a line ‘.
An a6ne plane with a linear space at in:nity (or an in<ated a6ne plane) (P;L)
consists of an aJne plane together with a linear space dened on some of its innite
points.
If the linear space at innity is a near-pencil or a projective plane, then (P;L) is
called a projectively inNated aJne plane.
If the linear space at innity consists of all points at innity of the aJne plane, then
(P;L) is called a complete inNated aJne plane.
Let (P;L) be a linear space, the linear space obtained from (P;L) by adding a
new point and connecting it to every old point by a line of length 2 is called a simple
extension of type 1 [4].
The linear space obtained from a linear space (P;L) by adding a new point to some
line L of (P;L) and connecting it to every point outside of L by a line of length 2
is called a simple extension of type 2 [4].
In both cases the new point is called the special point of the extension.
A subspace of a linear space (P;L) is a linear space (P′;L′) with P′ ⊆ P and
L′ ⊆L .
Suppose that (P;L) has s¿ 1 subspaces (Pj;Lj), j = 1; : : : ; s and that it exists
a point q with Pi ∩ Pj = {q} for i = j. If s = 1 then we suppose furthermore that
q∈P1 and (P1;L1) = (P;L). Then we can smooth (P;L) by replacing (Pj;Lj)
by a line (that is removing the lines of (Pj;Lj) and adding the set Pj as a new line),
for j = 1; : : : ; s. In this way, we obtain a linear space (P′;L′). Suppose that (P′;L′)
has n2 + n + 1 lines and that (P′;L′) can be extended to a projective plane  of
order n. Then (P;L) is called an s-fold in<ated projective plane of order n [4]. In
(P′;L′) the point q lies on the lines Pj and on n+1− s further lines L0; : : : ; Ln−s. If
n+ 1− dj is the length of Lj in (P;L) then d0 + · · ·+ dn−s is called the de:ciency
of (P;L).
The spaces (Pj;Lj) are called the main subspaces of (P;L).
Hence an s-fold projective plane with deciency d can be obtained from a projective
plane of order n as follows: we x a point q and s lines H1; : : : ; Hs through q. For
j∈{1; : : : ; s}, we remove the line Hj and some of the points of Hj (but not q) and
dene a linear space (Pj;Lj) on the remaining points of Hj. Furthermore, we remove
d points which do not lie on any line Hj in such a way that we do not produce lines
of size less than 2. Notice that 1-fold inNated projective planes with deciency 0 are
the inNated aJne planes.
Theorem A (Totten [8]). Suppose that (P;L) is a linear space satisfying b−v6√v
(restricted linear space). Then the following hold.
(1) (P;L) is a near-pencil.
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(2) (P;L) is a projective plane of order n with at most n points deleted but not
more than n− 1 from the same line.
(3) (P;L) is an a6ne plane, or an a6ne plane with one in:nite point, or a punctured
a6ne plane with one in:nite point.
(4) (P;L) is a complete projectively in<ated a6ne plane.
(5) (P;L) is the (3; 4)-cross.
A generalized projective plane [4] is a near-pencil or a projective plane.
Theorem B (Metsch [4, Theorem 17.1, pp. 181–187]). Suppose that (P;L) is a
linear space satisfying b − v6 [q] − 2 for some point q. Then one of the follow-
ing cases occurs.
(1) (P;L) can be obtained from a projective plane of order n=[q]− 1 by removing
b− v (6 n− 1) points and q is any point of the plane.
(2) (P;L) is a near-pencil and q is any point of the near-pencil.
(3) (P;L) is a simple extension of type 2 of a generalized projective plane and q
is the special point.
(4) (P;L) is an a6ne plane of order n with one point at in:nity and q is not the
point at in:nity.
(5) (P;L) is an s-fold in<ated projective plane of order n for some integers s and
n with 16 s¡n. If (P1;L1); : : : ; (Ps;Ls) are its main subspaces then q is a
point of every subspace (Pj;Lj). Furthermore, if bj is the number of lines of
(Pj;Lj), vj its number of points, and rj the degree of q in (Pj;Lj), and if d is
the de:ciency of (P;L), then bj6 vj + rj − 2 for all j, and
2 + d+ (s− 1)(n+ 1) +
s∑
j=1
(bj − vj − rj)6 0:
Conversely every linear space satisfying (1)–(5) is a linear space satisfying
b− v6 [q]− 2 for some point q.
The House of Nikolaus [4] is the aJne plane of order 2 with one point at innity.
Theorem C (Metsch [4, Theorem. 8.6, pp. 79–84]). Suppose that (P;L) is a linear
space satisfying b−v6√b (weakly restricted linear space), with n2−n+26 v6 n2+
n+ 1. Then (P;L) is one of the following linear spaces.
(1) A restricted linear space.
(2) An a6ne plane with a punctured projective plane on n or n+1 points at in:nity.
(3) A complete projectively in<ated punctured a6ne plane.
(4) An a6ne plane of order 4 or 5 with the House of Nikolaus at in:nity.
(5) The linear space obtained from the projective plane of order 3 by deleting two
lines, their point of intersection, and two more points from each of these lines.
(6) The (3,5)-cross.
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(7) The linear space on v = 7 points, b = 10 lines, with a line of length 4, three of
length 3 and the remaining of length 2.
(8) The linear space on v = 8 points, b = 11 lines, with a line of length 4, six of
length 3, the remaining of length 2, and with a point not on any line of length 3.
1.2. The result
In this paper the following theorem is proved.
Theorem I. Let (P;L) be a :nite linear space on v points, such that b − v6m.
Then one of the following holds.
(1) (P;L) is the near-pencil on v points, the (3,3)-cross, the (3,4)-cross or the
linear space on v = 5 points, with a line of length 3 and all the other of
length 2.
(2) (P;L) is an a6ne plane of order m − 1 or a punctured a6ne plane of order
m− 1.
(3) (P;L) is an a6ne plane of order m with a point at in:nity.
(4) (P;L) is a punctured a6ne plane of order m with a point at in:nity.
(5) (P;L) is obtained from a :nite projective plane of order m by deleting at most
m points.
(6) (P;L) is an a6ne plane of order m − 1 with a punctured projective plane on
m− 1 or m points at in:nity.
(7) (P;L) is a complete projectively in<ated punctured a6ne plane.
(8) A complete projectively in<ated a6ne plane.
(9) (P;L) is a punctured a6ne plane of order m − 1, m¿ 4, with a triangle at
in:nity. 1
(10) (P;L) is the linear space on v = 7 points, b = 10 lines, m = 3, with a single
line of length k = m+ 1 = 4, three lines of length 3 and the remaining lines of
length 2.
(11) (P;L) is the linear space on v = 8 points, b = 11 lines, m = 3, with a single
line L of length k = m+ 1 = 4, six lines of length 3 and the remaining lines of
length 2, and on each point of L there is a line of length 3.
(12) (P;L) is the linear space on v = 8 points, b = 11 lines, m = 3, with a single
line L of length k = m+ 1 = 4, six lines of length 3 and the remaining lines of
length 2, and with a point L on which there is no line of length 3.
2. Proof of Theorem I
In [5] it has been proved that b− v6 2 implies k¿m− 1, and studying the three
di8erent cases k=m− 1, k=m, and k¿m+1 a unied proof for the characterization
1 Notice that if m = 3 such a linear space is that described in (7).
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of nite linear spaces with b − v6 2 has been obtained. In this section generalizing
such proof we give a characterization of nite linear spaces with b− v6m.
From now on, let (P;L) be a nite linear space with b− v6m.
Before to start with the proof we remark that we will use frequently the fact that a
point lies on at most m+1 lines. If a point would lie on at least m+2 lines, then we
can use the classication of Theorem B.
Proposition 2.1. If ‘ and ‘′ are two lines such that P = ‘ ∪ ‘′, then (P;L) is one
of the following linear spaces.
(1) The near-pencil on v points.
(2) The (3,3)-cross.
(3) The (3,4)-cross.
(4) The a6ne plane of order 2.
(5) The linear space on v = 5 points, with b = 8 lines, and with a line of length 3
and one of length 2 with no common points.
Proof. Put |‘|= k, and |‘′|= h. We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: ‘ ∩ ‘′ = ∅. In such a case m= 2, v= h+ k − 1, b= (h− 1)(k − 1) + 2 and
b− v6 2.
If b= v then
(h− 1)(k − 1) + 2 = b= v= h+ k − 1;
so
(h− 2)(k − 2) = 0
from which it follows that h= 2 and (P;L) is the near-pencil on v= k + 1 points.
If b− v= 1 then
(h− 1)(k − 1) + 2 = b= v+ 1 = h+ k;
so
(h− 2)(k − 2) = 1;
that is h= k = 3 and (P;L) is the (3,3)-cross.
If b− v= 2 then
(h− 1)(k − 1) + 2 = b= v+ 2 = h+ k + 1;
so
(k − 2)(h− 2) = 2
from which it follows that h= 3 and k = 4 and (P;L) is the (3,4)-cross.
Case 2: ‘ ∩ ‘′ = ∅. In such a case m= h+ 1, v= h+ k and b= hk + 2. Hence
b− v= hk + 2− h− k6 h+ 1;
from which it follows that either k = 2, or
h6 1 +
1
k − 2 : (1)
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If k = 2, then h = 2 and v = 4, and so (P;L) is the linear space (4). Hence we
have to consider Eq. (1), and so k =3, h=2 and (P;L) is the linear space (5). This
completes the proof.
From now on, we may suppose that for any given pair of lines there is a point
outside of them, and in particular that m¿ 3.
Proposition 2.2. k¿m− 1.
Proof. Counting in double way the incident point–line pairs (p; ‘) we have:
vm6
∑
p∈P
[p] =
∑
‘∈L
|‘|6 bk6 (v+ m)k
from which it follows that
v(m− k)6mk: (2)
Assume by way of contradiction that k6m− 2.
Then by Eq. (2) we have
2v6mk:
Let ‘ be a line of length k, it intersects at least k(m − 1) other lines, and since
m¿ k + 2 there are at least two lines parallel to ‘. It follows that
b¿ k(m− 1) + 1 + 2 = mk − k + 3¿ 2v− k + 3
and so
m¿ b− v¿ v− k + 3:
Hence v6 k + m− 3. Counting v via the lines on a point x of ‘ we have v¿ k +
([x]− 1)¿ k + m− 1, and so
k + m− 16 v6 k + m− 3
that is impossible.
Hence k¿m− 1, and the proposition is proved.
2.1. k = m− 1
We are going to prove the following result.
Theorem 2.1. A :nite linear space with b− v6m and k = m− 1 is either an a6ne
plane of order m− 1, or a punctured a6ne plane of order m− 1.
We split the proof in the following series of propositions.
Proposition 2.3. On each point of degree m there are at least two lines of length
m− 1.
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Proof. Assume to the contrary that there is a point x of degree m on which there is
at most one line of length m− 1.
Counting v via the lines passing through x one obtains:
v6m− 1 + (m− 1)(m− 3) = m2 − 3m+ 2:
If L is a line of maximal length k=m−1, it meets at least (m−1)2 other lines, and
since m¿ k+1 L has at least a parallel line, hence b¿ (m−1)2+1+1=m2−2m+3.
From v6m2 − 3m+ 2 it follows that b6 v+ m6m2 − 2m+ 2, and so
m2 − 2m+ 36 b6m2 − 2m+ 2
a contradiction.
This proves Proposition 2.3.
Proposition 2.4. Each line of maximal length contains at least a point of degree m.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there exists a line L of length k = m − 1 whose
points have degree m+1. Since m¿ k+1, we have b¿m(m−1)+1+1=m2−m+2,
and so v¿ b− m¿ (m− 1)2 + 1.
On the other hand, counting v via the lines on a point of degree m one obtains
v6 1 + m(m− 2), which is in contradiction with the above lower bound of v.
Proposition 2.5. Each line of maximal length k = m − 1 has at least m − 2 parallel
lines diBerent from it.
Proof. Let L be a line of length k = m − 1 and let x be a point of L of degree m.
By Proposition 2.3 there exists a line H of length k passing through x and di8erent
from L. Since on each point of H \H ∩ L there is at least a line parallel to L then the
assertion easily follows.
From the previous proposition and from v6 (m− 1)2 it follows that
b¿ 1 + (m− 1)2 + m− 2 = m2 − m¿ v+ m− 1: (3)
So, being b6 v+m, we have to consider the two cases b= v+m−1 and b= v+m.
2.2. The case k = m− 1 and b= v+ m− 1
In this case we have v= b−m+ 1¿ (m− 1)2 + 1+m− 2−m+ 1=m2 − 2m+ 1,
and so v= m2 − 2m+ 1 and b= m2 − m. From the former equality it follows that on
a point of degree m there are only lines of length m − 1. From the latter equality it
follows that a line of length m − 1 has exactly m − 2 parallel lines, and that all its
points have degree m.
Let x be a point of degree m, since each point di8erent from x lies on a line passing
through x, and since this line has length m − 1 it follows that all points of (P;L)
have degree m.
Proposition 2.6. (P;L) is an a6ne plane of order m− 1.
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Proof. Since each point has degree m and each line has length m − 1 the assertion
easily follows.
2.3. The case k = m− 1 and b= v+ m
In such case by b¿m2 − m and v6 (m− 1)2 we have
m2 − m6 b6m2 − m+ 1: (4)
Proposition 2.7. If b=m2−m then (P;L) is a punctured a6ne plane of order m−1.
Proof. From b= m2 − m it follows that v= m2 − 2m, and that all points of a line of
length m− 1 have degree m. Assume that a point y such that [y]¿m+ 1 does exist.
Since lines of length m− 1 contain only points of degree m, through y there pass no
line of length k = m− 1. Hence
m2 − 2m6 v6 1 + (m+ 1)(m− 3) = m2 − 2m− 2;
that is impossible.
Therefore all points of (P;L) have degree m. From v = m2 − 2m it follows that
through a point there pass a line of length m− 2, (and so m¿ 4) and m− 1 lines of
length m− 1.
Hence any two lines of length m − 2 are parallel, and so lines of length m − 2
partition P.
Then
m2 − 2m= v= bm−2(m− 2);
from which it follows bm−2 = m.
Adding a new point to all lines of length m − 2, we obtain a linear space with all
points of degree m, and with all lines of length m− 1, that is an aJne plane of order
m − 1. Hence (P;L) is obtained from an aJne plane of order m − 1 by deleting a
point.
Proposition 2.8. There is no :nite linear space with b = m2 − m + 1 = v + m and
k = m− 1.
Proof. From v = m2 − 2m + 1 it follows that all lines on a point of degree m have
length m− 1.
Since b = m2 − m + 1, by Proposition 2.5 it follows that either a line of length
k = m − 1 has exactly m − 1 parallel lines and all points of degree m, or it contains
exactly one point of degree m+ 1 and has m− 2 parallel lines.
Suppose that there exists a line L of length m− 1 with all points of degree m. Let x
be a point of L, and let H be a line di8erent from L passing through x, then |H |=m−1.
Since H has at least m− 3 points of degree m di8erent from x it follows that L has at
least m−3 parallel lines of length m−1, and these lines are pairwise missing, otherwise
v¿ (m−1)(m−2)+m−1+m−2=m2−m−1, and so m=2, a contradiction. Hence
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these lines together with L cover (m− 2)(m− 1)=m2− 3m+2 points. If all points of
H have degree m, then all lines meeting H and parallel to L partition P. Since L has
m− 1 parallel lines, then L and H have a common parallel line K , whose length is at
most m− 2. Since lines parallel to L and meeting H partition P, then K meets some
of these lines. Let x be a point common to K and to a line parallel to L and meeting
H . Then x has degree at least m + 1, and on x there are at least m lines of length
m− 1, that are the m− 1 lines meeting L and the line parallel to L and meeting H . So
counting v via the lines through x, we have v¿ ([x]− 1)(m− 2) + 2¿m(m− 2) + 2,
a contradiction.
So H has a point y of degree m + 1, let h1 and h2 the two lines on y missing L.
They miss all the lines of length m−1 parallel to L, otherwise counting v via the lines
on y one obtains v¿ 2+m−2+(m−1)(m−2)¿v. The points of h1∪h2 di8erent from
y have degree m, otherwise L would miss m lines. Furthermore |hi|6m− 2, i = 1; 2,
otherwise v¿ (m− 1)(m− 2)+m− 2+2=m2− 2m+2. Let z be a point of degree m
of hi, then counting v via the lines on z we get: v6 (m−1)(m−2)+m−2=m2−2m,
a contradiction.
Hence each line of length m− 1 contains a point of degree m+ 1, and so each line
of length m− 1 has m− 2 parallel lines. Let L be a line of length m− 1, x be a point
of degree m of L, and H a line through x di8erent from L. Then H has m− 1 parallel
lines, a contradiction.
2.4. k¿m
In this section we are going to study the case k¿m.
We distinguish two cases: k = m and k¿m+ 1.
Consider rst the case k¿m+ 1.
2.4.1. k¿m+ 1
We are going to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 2.9. If k¿m+ 1 then (P;L) is one of the following spaces.
(i) A punctured a6ne plane of order m with a point at in:nity.
(ii) An a6ne plane of order m with a point at in:nity.
(iii) The linear space on v = 7 points, b = 10 lines, with a single line of length
k = m+ 1 = 4, three lines of length 3 and the remaining of length 2.
(iv) The linear space on v = 8 points, b = 11, a single line L of length 4, six lines
of length 3, the remaining of length 2 and on each point of L there is a line of
length 3.
(v) The linear space on v = 8 points, b = 11 lines, with a single line L of length 4,
six lines of length 3, the remaining of length 2 and with a point on L on which
there is no line of length 3.
To prove Proposition 2.9 we have to consider two cases: there is a single point of
degree m, and there are at least two points of degree m.
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The following two lemmas give the proof of Proposition 2.9
Case 1: There is a single point of degree m.
Let p be the single point of degree m. Then all lines of length k pass through it,
and b¿m+(k−1)m=km. Since v6 1+m(k−1), by b6 v+m we have b6 km+1.
Hence,
b∈{km; km+ 1} and v∈{m(k − 1); 1 + m(k − 1)}:
Lemma 2.1. If k¿m+ 1 and there is a single point p of degree m, then (P;L) is
either a punctured a6ne plane of order m with a point at in:nity, or an a6ne plane
of order m with a point at in:nity.
Proof. We have
b∈{km; km+ 1} and v∈{m(k − 1); 1 + m(k − 1)}:
If b = km and v = m(k − 1), then all points but the one of degree m of a line of
length k have degree m+ 1, and each line of length k has no parallel lines.
If there are two lines of length k, then k = m + 1 and so v = m2 and b = m2 + m.
Since there is a point of degree m it follows from [2] that (P;L) is a punctured aJne
plane of order m with a point at innity.
If there is a single line of length k, then v6 k + (m − 1)(k − 2), and so km −
m6 v6 km− 2m+ 2 from which it follows that m6 2, a contradiction since m¿ 3.
If b= km and v=m(k − 1) + 1, then all lines passing on p have length k, so each
point di8erent from p has degree at least k. Hence counting b via the lines meeting a
line of length k we have b¿ (k − 1)2 +m, and so km¿ (k − 1)2 +m. It follows that
0¿ (k − 1)(k − 1 − m), and since k¿ 2 it follows that k = m + 1. Thus v = m2 + 1
and b = m2 + m. The complement of p in (P;L) is an aJne plane of order m, and
so (P;L) is an aJne plane with a point at innity.
If b= km+1 and v=m(k−1)+1, then also in such case all points outside of a line
of length k have degree at least k. Counting b via the lines meeting a line of length
k we have b¿ (k − 1)2 + m, and so
km+ 1¿ (k − 1)2 + m;
since k − 1¿m¿ 3, then
1¿ (k − 1)(k − 1− m)¿ 3(k − 1− m)
and so k = m+ 1.
Assume that the maximum point degree is m + 1, then the lines of length k have
no parallel line. Moreover on a point of degree m + 1 there pass one line of length
m + 1 and m lines of length m. So the complement of p in (P;L) is a nite linear
space on v∗ = v − 1 = m2 points, with b∗ = b = m2 + m + 1 lines, with all the points
of degree m+ 1 and with all the lines of length m. Let ‘ be a line of this new linear
space, then it meets m2 other lines, so it has b− 1− m2 = m parallel lines. Thus any
two lines of length m have a common parallel H . So |H |6m−1, and this contradicts
the fact that all the lines have length m.
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So, there is at least a point of degree m+2. Hence each line of length k=m+1 has
one point of degree m, one point of degree m+ 2 and m− 1 points of degree m+ 1.
So each line of length k = m+ 1 has a parallel line, and so
m2 + m+ 1 = b¿m+ m+ 1 + (m− 1)m+ 1 = m2 + m+ 2
a contradiction.
Case 2: There are at least two points of degree m.
In such a case there is a unique line L of length k. So v6 k + (m − 1)2. Since
b¿ k(m− 1) + 1, by v¿ b− m, it follows that
k(m− 2)6 (m− 1)m
and so
k6m+ 1 +
2
m− 2 :
Lemma 2.2. If k¿m + 1 and there are two points of degree m, then m = 3 and
(P;L) is one of the linear spaces described in (iii), (iv) and (v) of Proposition 2.9.
Proof. If m¿ 5 then, from k6m + 1 + 2=(m− 2) it follows that k = m + 1, and so
b¿m2. From v6m2 − m+ 2 it follows that b6m2 + 2.
If b = m2 then each point of L has degree m and L has no parallel lines, that is
each point outside of L has degree m+1. From v¿m2 −m it follows that on a point
of degree m of L there is a line of length m, otherwise m2 − m6 v6m + 1 + (m −
1)(m − 2) = m2 − 2m + 3, and so m6 3, a contradiction since m¿ 5. Let H be a
line of length m and H ′ a line parallel to H , each point of H ′ has degree m+ 1 and
so since L has no parallel lines it follows that L has a point of degree m + 1 that is
impossible since b= m2.
Hence b¿m2 + 1. If b=m2 + 1 then if L has no parallel lines, then points outside
of L have degree m+ 1 and L has one point of degree m+ 1. From v¿m2 − m+ 1
it follows that there is at least a line of length m on a point of degree m of L. Let x
and y be two points of degree m of L, and let Mx and My be two lines of length m
on x and y, respectively. Then on My there are at least two points of degree m + 1
outside of Mx ∪ L, and so Mx has two parallel lines, thus L has two points of degree
m+ 1, a contradiction.
Hence L has at least a parallel line. Since L meets at least (m+1)(m−1) other lines,
from b=m2 +1 it follows that L has exactly one parallel line T . From v=m2−m+1
and m¿ 5 it follows that on a point of degree m of L there is a line M of length m.
Let x be a point of T \M , then x has degree m+ 2 and so there is a line H di8erent
from T parallel to M . Since H meets L we have a contradiction, since L has no points
of degree m+ 1.
If b=m2+2, then v=m2−m+2 and so on a point of degree m there are m−1 lines
of length m. If L has no parallel lines then points outside of L have degree m+1, and
L has either one point of degree m + 2 or two points of degree m + 1. In both cases
L has at least two points of degree m, since m¿ 5. Let p1 and p2 be these points,
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and let M1 be a line of length m on p1. A line M2 of length m on p2 intersects M1
in a point, and so there are at least three points of degree m + 1 on M2 outside of
L ∪M1. Considering the three parallel lines to M1 passing through these points gives
either a point of degree m+2 and one point of degree m+1 on L, either three points
of degree m+ 1 on L, in both cases a contradiction. Hence L has a parallel line, and
so exactly one point of degree m + 1. Let H be the parallel line to L, and let M be
a line of length m on a point of degree m of L. If H ∩M = ∅, then the two parallel
lines to M on a point of H give two points of degree m + 1 on L, a contradiction.
Thus H ∩M = ∅, consider two points x and y of H , the parallel lines to M on x and
y, respectively, give two points of degree m+ 1 on L, again a contradiction.
Thus m∈{3; 4}.
If m= 4 then k6 6 and v6 15.
There is no nite linear space with b− v6 3, m=4 and with a single line of length
k¿ 5 (see for instance [11,12,9]). Hence b− v=4=m. From [6] it follows that there
is no such a space.
If m= 3 then k6 6 and so v6 10. Furthermore, we have a single line of length k
and b− v6 3. So from the results contained in [11,12,9] it follows that (P;L) is one
of the following linear spaces.
• The linear space on v=7 points, b=10 lines, with a single line of length k=m+1=4,
three lines of length 3 and the remaining of length 2;
• the linear space on v = 8 points, b = 11, a single line L of length 4, six lines
of length 3, the remaining of length 2 and on each point of L there is a line of
length 3;
• the linear space on v = 8 points, b= 11 lines, with a single line L of length 4, six
lines of length 3, the remaining of length 2 and with a point on L on which there
is no line of length 3.
2.4.2. k = m
In this last section we are going to study the case k = m.
If k = m, from Theorem B it follows that the maximum point degree is m+ 1.
Hence we have to consider the case k =m and the maximum point degree is m+1.
By Vanstone’s theorem [10] it follows that if all points have degree m then (P;L) is
embeddable in a nite projective plane, and so (P;L) is obtained from a projective
plane of order m− 1, by deleting at most m points.
Hence, we assume that there points of both degrees m and m+ 1.
If b¿m2 then (P;L) is weakly restricted, and so it is one of the linear spaces
described in (2), (3) and (7) of Theorem C.
Moreover, if b− v6m− 1 then v¿ b−m+1¿m2−m+1−m+1=(m− 1)2 +1,
and so
√
v¿m− 1¿ b− v, and so by Theorem A (P;L) is a complete projectively
inNated aJne plane.
So to complete the proof of Theorem I we have to prove that if k = m = b − v,
with b6m2 − 1 and there are both points of degree m and m + 1 then (P;L) is a
punctured aJne plane of order m− 1 with a triangle at innity.
In the next section we will prove this statement.
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2.4.3. The case k = m, b6m2 − 1 and [x]∈{m;m+ 1} for all x∈P
In this section, we study nite linear spaces with b− v=m= k, and with points of
both degree m and m+ 1. We are going to prove the following result.
Theorem 2.2. A :nite linear space with b−v=k=m, and with points of degree m+1
is a punctured a6ne plane of order m− 1 with a triangle at in:nity.
The following series of propositions gives the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Proposition 2.10. Each line of length m contains at least two points of degree m.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there is a line L of length m with at most one point
of degree m. Then counting b via the lines meeting L gives b¿m+ (m− 1)m= m2,
and this is a contradiction since b6m2 − 1.
As a consequence one obtains that any two lines of length m intersect in a point.
Proposition 2.11. On any point of degree m there are at least two lines of length m.
Proof. From b¿m(m−1)+1=m2−m+1 and v=b−m it follows that v¿m2−2m+1.
If there is a point x of degree m on which there is no line of length m, we have
v6m(m − 2) + 1, and so v = m2 − 2m + 1; b = m2 − m + 1, and points of a line of
length m have degree m, and on x there pass only lines of length m − 1. Moreover,
points outside of a line of length m have degree m, since b=m2 −m+ 1 implies that
a line of length m has no parallel line. Thus in (P;L) there is no point of degree
m+ 1, a contradiction.
Hence on each point of degree m there is at least a line of length m. If x is a point
of (P;L) on exactly one line of length m, then counting v via the lines on x we have
v6m2 − 2m+ 2. So,
m2 − 2m+ 16 v6m2 − 2m+ 2 and m2 − m+ 16 b6m2 − m+ 2:
If b=m2−m+1, then each line of length m has neither points of degree m+1 nor
parallel lines, and so there are no points of degree m+ 1, a contradiction.
Hence v=m2 − 2m+ 2 and b=m2 −m+ 2. So on each point of degree m there is
exactly one line of length m, and m − 1 lines of length m − 1. It follows that either
there is a single line of length m or a line of length m has at least a point of degree
m+ 1.
If there is a single line L of length m, then the points outside of L have degree m+1,
otherwise there would be two lines of length m, and since L has exactly one parallel
line it follows that (P;L) is the union of two lines: L and its parallel, a contradiction.
Hence there are at least two lines of length m, and since there lines of length m
are pairwise intersecting, then each line of length m has at least a point of degree
m + 1. Further, by b = m2 − m + 2 each line of length m has exactly one point of
degree m+ 1, and again by b=m2 −m+ 2 lines of length m have no parallel, hence
there is a single point p of degree m + 1, and all lines of length m pass on p.
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Therefore lines have length m and m − 1. Counting v via the lines on p, we have:
v¿m+ m− 1 + (m− 1)(m− 2) = m2 − m+ 1, and so
m2 − 2m+ 2 = v¿m2 − m+ 1;
that is impossible, since m¿ 3.
Hence each point of degree m is on at least two lines of length m, and so the
assertion is completely proved.
If ‘ is a line of length k = m, put
!‘ = the number of points of degree m+ 1 on ‘;
i‘ = the number of lines meeting ‘ and di8erent from ‘;
‘ = the number of lines parallel to ‘ and di8erent from ‘:
Then for any line ‘:
b= 1 + i‘ + ‘ = 1 + m(m− 1) + !‘ + ‘:
From b= v+m it follows that i‘ = v+m− 1− ‘, and so v= (m− 1)2 +!‘ + ‘.
Since b6m2 − 1, we have !‘ + ‘6m− 2.
Let ‘∗ be the line of length m with the minimal ‘∗ , then !‘∗ is maximal.
For all lines ‘ of length m we have !‘6!‘∗ . For any line of length m meeting ‘∗
in a point of degree m we have !‘6 ‘∗ , and so !‘6 ‘, whereas if ‘ is a line of
length m meeting ‘∗ in a point of degree m+1, then !‘6 ‘∗+1 , and so !‘ ≤ ‘+1.
Let p and q be two points of degree m of ‘∗, and let ‘ be a line of length m on
p. Then !‘6 ‘.
Proposition 2.12. There is a line h of length m on q which intersects ‘ in a point of
degree m.
Proof. If each line of length m passing through q meets ‘ in a point of degree m+1,
then !‘¿ 1 since on each point of degree m there are at least two lines of length m.
Counting v via the lines on q we have
v6 1 + !‘(m− 1) + (m− !‘)(m− 2)
and so
v6 (m− 1)2 + !‘:
Hence
(m− 1)2 + 2!‘6 v6 (m− 1)2 + !‘
and so !‘ = 0, contradicting the fact that !‘¿ 1.
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To prove the following Proposition 2.14 we need the following result on nite linear
spaces known as the Parallel Lemma (see for example [4, p. 7]).
Proposition 2.13. Let (P;L) be a :nite linear space. Suppose N is a line of length
n, and that L and L′ are two intersecting lines which are parallel to N . Denote the
length of Nj by n+ 1− dj and set t =
∑
p∈N ([p]− n− 1). Then d1 · d2¿ n− t.
Proposition 2.14. !‘ = 0.
Proof. Let h be a line of length m on q meeting ‘ in a point of degree m (so !h6 h),
and put w = ‘ ∩ h. Since [w] = m, both !‘6 h and !h6 ‘ follow.
If !‘ = 0, then each line of degree m has no point of degree m+ 1. Actually if ‘′
is a line of length m with a point x of degree m + 1, then on the line through x and
parallel to ‘ there is a point y of degree m + 1 and so the line on y parallel to ‘′
meets ‘ in a point of degree m+ 1 contradicting the fact that !‘ = 0.
So on a point of degree m+ 1 there is no line of length m.
It follows that if T is a line parallel to ‘, then T is parallel to each line of length m.
Hence each line of length m has  = ‘¿ 1 parallel lines, and these  lines partition
the set of points of degree n + 2. Let us denote these lines parallel to each line of
maximal length with T1; : : : ; T.
We have b= m2 − m+ 1 +  and v= (m− 1)2 + .
Since we are going to use Proposition 2.13 we put n = m − 1. Then points have
degree n+ 1 or n+ 2, and the maximal line length is n+ 1.
Let T be one of the lines Ti; i = 1 : : : , then counting v via the lines on a point
of degree n+ 2 gives v6 n2 + |T | − 1, while counting points from a point of degree
n+ 1 gives v6 n2 + n+ 1− |T |. Thus v6 n2 + n=2, that is 6 n=2.
Let p1 be a point of degree n+2. Then P1 lies on a line N1 of length n. As N1 has
exactly n parallel lines meeting ‘ (and so di8erent from the  lines Ti; i = 1; : : : ; ),
then N1 has a parallel N2 of length n (since v¿n2). Let H1 be the second parallel of
N2 on p1, and let p be a point of H1 \{p1}. Then p lies on a line H2 missing N1 and
meeting N2. Put Hi = n + 1 − di, and let ti be the number of points of degree n + 2
on Ni. Then from Proposition 2.13 it follows that d2¿ n− t1 and d1¿ n− t2, that is
|H1|6 t2 + 1 and |H2|6 t1 + 1. Counting v via the lines on p one obtains
n2 + 6 v6 1 + n(n− 1) + t1 + t2:
Thus t1 + t2¿ n+−1. But clearly t1; t26 , so ¿ n−1. But 6 n=2, hence n6 2.
Since 36m = n + 1, it follows that m = 3. Thus lines have length 2 or 3 and
= 1. Hence v = 5 and so on a point of degree m there is a single line of length m,
contradicting Proposition 2.11.
Proposition 2.15. (P;L) is a punctured a6ne plane of order m − 1 with a triangle
at in:nity.
Proof. Let T be a line meeting ‘ and parallel to h of maximum length, and put |T |=s.
Then s− 16!h, since h intersects the s− 1 lines parallel to ‘ and meeting T . Thus,
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from !h6 h it follows that s − 16 h. Hence v¿ (m− 1)2 + 2s − 2. Let x∈T \ ‘,
and ‘x be the line on x parallel to ‘, then ‘x meets h. Put s′ = |‘x|.
If s′6 s−1 then counting v via the lines on x one obtains that v6 s+s−2+(m−1)2,
and so v = (m− 1)2 + 2s − 2 and s′ = s − 1. Therefore on x there are m− 1 lines of
length m, a line of length s and a line of length s− 1.
On h \ {w} there is a point of degree m di8erent from q, otherwise ‘ =m− 2, and
so !‘ = 0, a contradiction. Let y be a point of degree m of h \ {w}, the line yx is a
line of length m meeting ‘ in a point b, and the other lines on y have length at least
m− 1 since they meet all the lines of length m on x di8erent from the line yx, being
[y] =m. From s′= s− 1 it follows that s¿ 3. Let z be a point on T \ {x; ‘∩ T}, then
on z there are m− 1 lines of length m and they are parallel to ‘x since they meet all
the lines of length m on x and the line T . Hence ‘x has at least [z]− s′=m−1 parallel
lines, and so s′ =2. Thus s= s′ +1= 3. Hence v¿ (m− 1)2 + 4, and so on z there is
a line of length 2.
The linear space obtained from (P;L) by deleting the points z; x is a linear space
on v∗ = v − 2 = (m − 1)2 + 4 − 2 points and b∗ = b − 3 = (m − 1)2 + m + 4 − 3
lines, and so it is a linear space with m− 1¡√v∗ more lines than points and with a
point of degree m∗6m− 1, and so it is a restricted linear space with k¿m∗ + 1, it
follows that this new linear space is an aJne plane of order m∗ with a point at innity
or a punctured aJne plane of order m∗ with a point at innity, and so we have a
contradiction because we cannot extend such a linear space in order to obtain (P;L).
Hence s′¿ s, that is the maximal length of a line parallel to ‘ and meeting h is at
least s. Interchanging the position of ‘ and h we have that the maximal length of lines
meeting h and parallel to ‘ is s.
Let ‘x as above. Counting v via the lines on x we have v6 (m− 1)2 + 2s− 1.
So,
(m− 1)2 + 2s− 26 v6 (m− 1)2 + 2s− 1:
If v = (m − 1)2 + 2s − 2 then !h = h = s − 1. So !‘ = ‘ = s − 1. Hence ‘ and
h have no parallel line in common and so there are vm+1 = s2 − 1 points of degree
m+1. Since through a point of degree m+1 there are two lines of length s, we have
2vm+1 = bs · s, and so
2s2 − 2 = s · bs
from which s=2. Thus b2 =3, and by m− 2¿!‘+ ‘=2s− 2 it follows that m¿ 4.
Deleting the three points of degree m+1 we obtain a nite linear space with constant
point degree m, on m2 − 2m points and with m2 − m lines. Put n = m − 1, we have
n2 − 1 points and n2 + n lines and so a punctured aJne plane.
If v=(m− 1)2 + 2s− 1, since !‘6 ‘ and !h6 h, it follows that !h=!‘ = s− 1
and h = ‘ = s. Let z be a point of degree m+ 1 on ‘, on z there are m− 1 lines of
length m. Let y be a point of degree m of h\{w}, then on y there are m lines of length
m, actually all lines on y meet ‘ and the m− 2 lines on z, and so v¿m(m− 1)+1, a
contradiction to v=(m−1)2+2s−1=(m−1)2+!‘+‘6 (m−1)2+m−2=m2−m−1.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.
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